
Occupation Sort            Name______________________________ 

Login to the AKCIS Website and switch from the Junior Site to the High School Site.                         See image below.  

Now look for the Occupation Sort Link by putting your mouse on the Occupations tab.  Now click on the Occupation Sort.  

The Occupation Sort helps you identify occupations that match what is important to you.  This sort will match the list of 

your Work Values you want in an occupation with the Job Priorites of occupations. The site will then create a list of occupations 
that match your preferences.  Prioritizing the factors by their importance to you produces the best list of occupations. 

SORT #1  Work Values also known as Job Priorities.             1.  Research and Circle 5-8 Work Values.    
             On the website prioritize each value. 

2.  Run the Sort --- You should have no 
more than 20 jobs on your list. 

3.  Review the AKCIS Sorted List of jobs. 

4. Was your Dream Job on the list? Y or N 

           What is your Dream Job(s)? 

_________________________________  

_________________________________   

5. List your Favorite Jobs found on the Sort 

_________________________________  

_________________________________   

_________________________________   

6. Craziest jobs that were found on the Sort 

_________________________________  

_________________________________   

_________________________________  

7. List the possible jobs that were on your SORT but you never thought about pursuing.  

______________________    ______________________     ______________________ 

Save your results. Write the date, 8th grade & Sort #1. 

Sorts and Assessments                         Now choose a sort to research. 

Restore        

 

 

 
________________________________ vs.  _______________________________ 

8. From the chart I observed that  ________________________________________________________________________ 

 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

https://acpe.alaska.gov/STUDENT-PARENT/College_Career/AKCIS


Click the Start Over button. Start a New Sort with a few of your key values and a few new priorities. 

SORT #2  Work Values also known as Job Priorities.             9.  Research and Circle 5-8 Work Values.              

On the website prioritize each value. 

10.  Run the Sort --- You should have no 
more than 20 jobs on your list. 

11.  Review the AKCIS Sorted List of jobs. 

12. Was your Dream Job on the list?  

               Yes or No____________ 

13. List your Favorite Jobs found on the Sort 

_________________________________  

_________________________________   

_________________________________   

14. Craziest jobs that were found on the Sort 

_________________________________  

_________________________________   

_________________________________   

 

15. List the possible jobs that were on your SORT but you never thought about pursuing.  

______________________    ______________________     ______________________ 

Save your results. Write the date, 8th grade & Sort #2. 

 

Sorts and Assessments 
    Now choose a    
sort to research.        
e   Restore 

Complete the sentence provided.  Then use the charts to make one more observation.  

 

 

 

16. According to the charts ________________________________ was an occupation on my list because 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

17. According to the charts ______________________________________ was almost on my list because 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 

 

 

18. According to the charts _______________________________ was an occupation not my list because 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________  


